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"Wishing for once her employers could have let her stay dead, Special Operative Angel Leonard is once
again revived to fight in a future where technology eliminates freedom of thought, blends real and virtual;
where her own mind is her worst enemy." Primed is an innovative and insightful, hard science-fiction thriller
(cyberpunk), set in the not-too-distant future. Instantaneous space transit technology has brought humanity to
the brink of a massive colonial expansion across the Orion Arm of the Milky Way. The United Nations of
Earth declared martial law, justifying unprecedented violations of privacy and human rights throughout the
colonies to suppress the armed insurgency of the Orion Arm Conglomerate for Independence, a group of
trans-global corporations vying for freedom from UNE’s proscriptive laws and unfair colonial taxation.
Hopelessly outnumbered, the O.A.C.I. turns to outlawed human cloning and memory transfer technology to
revive fallen operatives in their private army. Fiercely loyal to the cause, fearless of death, O.A.C.I.'s
veterans return from their graves time and time again, their lifetimes of combat experience and skills
restored, carrying out a series of tactical strikes to thwart UNE’s overstretched attempt to consolidate power.
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From reader reviews:

Marie Griffin:

Book is to be different for each and every grade. Book for children till adult are different content. As you
may know that book is very important for us. The book Primed has been making you to know about other
know-how and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages for you. The
guide Primed is not only giving you a lot more new information but also for being your friend when you
really feel bored. You can spend your own personal spend time to read your reserve. Try to make
relationship with the book Primed. You never truly feel lose out for everything when you read some books.

Carol Berry:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also work as a life style. This reading addiction give you
lot of advantages. Associate programs you got of course the knowledge your information inside the book that
improve your knowledge and information. The data you get based on what kind of e-book you read, if you
want send more knowledge just go with education books but if you want sense happy read one along with
theme for entertaining including comic or novel. The Primed is kind of reserve which is giving the reader
capricious experience.

Brian Mejia:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to pick book like
comic, brief story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not trying Primed that give your pleasure
preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading practice all over the world can be said as the
opportunity for people to know world far better then how they react in the direction of the world. It can't be
claimed constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky individual but for all of you who wants to always
be success person. So , for every you who want to start examining as your good habit, you may pick Primed
become your own starter.

Katherine Contreras:

Reading a book for being new life style in this yr; every people loves to learn a book. When you study a
book you can get a great deal of benefit. When you read ebooks, you can improve your knowledge, mainly
because book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what types of book
that you have read. If you want to get information about your research, you can read education books, but if
you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, this kind of us novel, comics, and also soon. The
Primed offer you a new experience in examining a book.
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